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Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct, in the April issue of the Texas Bar Journal and the
March 27 issue of the Texas Register. The proposed rule changes relate to the disclosure of
confidential information with regard to a client contemplating suicide.
 
The Committee has also published proposed changes to Rule 8.03, Texas Disciplinary Rules of
Professional Conduct, and Rules 1.06 and 9.01, Texas Rules of Disciplinary Procedure, in the April
issue of the Texas Bar Journal and the March 27 issue of the Texas Register. The proposed rule
changes relate to the reporting of professional misconduct and reciprocal discipline for federal court
or federal agency discipline.
 
The Committee will accept comments concerning the above-referenced proposed rule changes
through June 20, 2020. Comments on the proposed rule changes can be submitted here.
 
Public hearings on the above-referenced proposed rule changes will be held at 10:30 a.m. on June
18, 2020. (Any updates to the public hearings will be posted at texasbar.com/cdrr/participate.)
 
April 7, 2020, Public Hearing Update
Lawyer Advertising and Solicitation Rules
Voluntary Appointment of Custodian Attorney for Cessation of Practice
 
The Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda will hold a public hearing on proposed changes
to Part VII, Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct, and proposed Rule 13.04, Texas Rules
of Disciplinary Procedure, at 10:30 a.m. on April 7, 2020. The Committee will continue to accept
comments on these proposed rule changes through April 10, 2020. Comments can be submitted
here.
 
UPDATE: As a safety precaution related to the coronavirus, the Committee will hold the April
7 public hearings by teleconference only. The updated participation information is as follows
and replaces the previous number provided:
 
Join from PC, Mac, iOS or Android Device:
Meeting URL: https://texasbar.zoom.us/j/265275523
Meeting ID: 265 275 523
Telephone Audio or Audio-Only:
888-788-0099 (Toll Free)
Meeting ID: 265 275 523
(Bridge will open at 10:00 a.m. Meeting will begin at 10:30 a.m.)
 
If you plan to participate in either public hearing on April 7, it is requested that you email
CDRR@texasbar.com in advance of the hearing with your name and the public hearing item you
wish to speak on so the Committee can group speakers by topic during the hearings. To allow
enough time for all who wish to be heard during the hearings, the Committee may limit initial
comments from each speaker to three minutes, and extend that time if the Committee needs further
discussion with the speaker.
 



Additional Information
 
The Committee is responsible for overseeing the initial process for proposing a change or addition to
the disciplinary rules (Gov't Code § 81.0873). For more information, go to texasbar.com/cdrr.
 
To subscribe to email updates, including notices of public hearings and published rules for comment,
click here.
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Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda
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Barcard 24083616

Feedback

Subject Comment on Rule Changes (Rules 1.06, 8.03, & 9.01)

Comments

Just an efficiency idea: Since it appears the changes to this are just the inclusion of federal
courts/agencies under "jurisdiction," wouldn't it be less cumbersome to just add an overall definition
in the Rules for "jurisdiction" that states it indicates the term includes a federal court or federal
agency. Similarly, could just add an overall definition in the Rules for "discipline" which includes the
added language.
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Barcard 24060956

Feedback

Subject Comments to Proposed Changes to TDRPC Rules 8.03 and 9.01

Comments

The proposed changes to Rules 8.03 and 9.01 are broad and ambiguous in their plain language
meaning and, therefore, inappropriate and overreaching. For example, "any action affecting the
lawyer's ability to practice before that court . . ." could be read to include virtually anything. If the
focus is to require reporting of actions taken to "limit" a lawyer's ability to practice before a federal
court due to some misconduct, then it should be stated in that way, such as "any action limiting the
lawyer's ability to practice before that court due to that lawyer's misconduct . . ." Further, the
inclusion of "any public reprimand" is equally broad and concerning, as under that plain language, a
lawyer who was "publicly reprimanded" by a federal judge for an inconveniently late filing, for
example, would have to notify the disciplinary counsel of that rebuke. I don't think the following
sentence of clarification truly addresses this ambiguity as to a public reprimand, as it focuses on
written warnings/admonishments. For the purpose of reporting, I think it makes sense to limit it to
issues significant enough to warrant some formal written reprimand. We as attorneys who deal with
statutory language frequently know the importance of clear language and the need for a clear
expectation to be set when disciplinary measures are involved. While language often doesn't provide
us the ability to communicate with sufficient precision to survive all challenges, the language pointed
out here falls far short of the more basic standards of providing adequate notice and setting
reasonably clear expectations for the bar. Further, it leaves too much room for interpretation and
discretion by those enforcing the rules. Thanks for your time and efforts in this work. Feel free to
reach out, if needed. Jessica Lewis
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Barcard 6420900

Feedback

Subject Proposed Rules Regarding "Compentency Attorneys" and Similiar Proposals

Comments

1. Better Law already exists. 2. The Law has been Improved and "tweeked" for centuries. 3. The Law
already provides a very high standard of "utmost good faith and fair dealing" under equitable and
trust law to protect attorneys and everyone else. 4. The Texas Supreme Court is elected. 5. It is the
Supreme Court for the Constitution, Laws, Statutes, and other laws of the State of the State of
Texas, not the State Bar of Texas, which is or should be the attorneys who having fulfilled the
requirements of the law and having been approved by the State Board of Law Examiners are entitled
to license as an Attorney and Counselor at Law and having taken the oath provided by law are
authorized to practice as Attorney and Counselor at Law in all the Courts of the State of Texas, and
the Clerk of the Supreme Court of the Texas may affix the Seal of the Supreme Court of the Supreme
Court, at Austin, or apparently has done so, for example, "this 5th day of November AD 1982" for
Richard Baxter Edgell. 6. The State Bar of Texas is not an administrative agency. 7. The Texas
Legislature cannot delegate judicial power it does not have to the State Bar of Texas or any other
person or thing, because the Texas Constitution uses principles such as separation of powers and
checks and balances between legislative, executive, and judicial branches and this is consistent with
Federal law including the Constitution, Laws, and Statues of the United States. 8. Prior to entry into
the Union or union with the Union, the Republic of Texas provided higher standards than the
Constitution, Laws, and Statutes of the United States, including the "Rule" and "Open Courts." There
is a Baylor Law School Law Review article which you can find which discusses this in detail. 9 Texas
insisted, and the United States agreed, that Texas could have higher standards than the United
States in the Texas judicial system. 10. The "Open courts" were not vigilante groups or the so-called
"Klan." People have lied or been misinformed about this. 11. Concluding, rely on existing law,
including trust law, which includes the utmost good faith and fair dealing standard, to avoid losing
the work of all Texas ethnic groups who suffered, fought, and died to maintain high standards
including Texas trust law and the utmost good faith and fair dealing standard in 1. previously stated.
I strongly recommend that the proposed rules not be adopted because they are unconstitutional;
violative of statutory law; arbitrary and capricious; not supported by substantial evidence as to their
necessity or quality; not supported by subject matter jurisdiction, or notice jurisdiction because no
one's life, liberty,. or property are safe while the Legislature, a governmental entity purporting to be
like the Legislature, or other such entity, are in session (and the judicial power is different from the
legislative power, and because of this we have the Open Courts of the State of Texas which are
always to be in session), and further with regard to Texas jurisdiction generally, there are legal limits
on any particular group of persons or people to change the laws of the State of Texas, especially
those that have provided a higher standard than the Federal standard since the time of the Republic
of Texas and before the Republic of the State of Texas; and for the other reasons stated in
Government Code 2002 (which may have been amended; but which may be found and researched,
unless perhaps you, for example, forge books, alter books, fail to return books, or engage in other
such activity; in which case, the Open Records Act may provide you copies of certain records, subject
to exceptions and restrictions for such things as privacy, health, and safety, if you provide



reasonable payment, for example for copying costs; and the Texas Open Records Act is similar to
Federal Congressional legislation and meets Federal standards, most likely), I waive none of my
rights. Respectfully submitted, Richard B. Edgell, Attorney at Law, SBOT 06420900 today when I
checked by computer. I do not give my current address or residence in Mexico, to protect myself and
others, including responsible police and judiciary, and I can do that, under Texas law, in Rio Rancho,
this 1st day of April, AD 2002 Regardless of whom I am or hwe I identify myself, the arguments are
still the same and can be judged on their merits..
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Feedback

Subject Proposed changes to Rule 8.03

Comments

I recommend clarifying the rule to make clear that "any action affecting the lawyer's ability to
practice before that court or agency" does not include a order disqualifying the attorney in a
particular case.
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Feedback

Subject Proposed changes 8.03, 1.06 and 9.01

Comments

I would suggest that adding "final and not subject to appeal" to the references to "order or
judgment." I think the reasons should be obvious.
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Feedback

Subject Proposed rule change 8.03

Comments

My concern with this rule change is that the definition of a disciplinary matter is written broadly
enough that it includes an attorney failing to pay federal court admission renewal dues since that
“affects the attorney’s ability to practice in federal court.” This situation is clearly not disciplinary and
should not trigger a reporting obligation for the attorney. Thank you.
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Subject: CDRR Comment: Proposed changes to Rule 1.05 and 8.03 Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct,
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Feedback

Subject Proposed changes to Rule 1.05 and 8.03 Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct,

Comments

Reporting from a Federal Court "any action affecting the lawyer’s ability to practice before that court
or agency or any public reprimand" seems too broad. Would that include if the lawyer did not renew
his license to practice in federal court.? I doubt that is the intent but it seems it might be included.
Also, if a Judge is critical of a lawyer's performance and expresses it somehow in writing would that
require a report of a reprimand; or is there some definition of "public reprimand." Just think the
proposed language is too broad and could have unintended consequences.



From: Dorothea
To: cdrr
Subject: Proposed rule change - Opposed
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 3:26:49 PM
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Hello:

I oppose the addition of the language to rule 8.03 “or federal agency”.  I have the same opposition to the proposed
changes to rules 1.06 and 9.01. I think it’s too vague. I have no idea how I would be disciplined by a federal agency
(other than a federal court) that would have bearing on my ability or fitness to practice law in the state of Texas. I
think it is grossly over broad and it is going to scoop up some activity that is unintended. I do not oppose the
reference to “any federal court” clearly that is relevant.  I don’t know what it means to be disciplined by a federal
agency. What if I am given a ticket by the National Park service for camping without a license, or not properly
putting out my campfire, or having my dog walk on a trail that’s not authorized for pets, or not appropriately
securing my food so that bears won’t get into it, or not properly discarding my trash from my campsite, is that
something that I need to report to the Texas bar?  It seems absurd.  That concludes my comments in opposition.

Thank you,

Dorothea Laster
SBN: 11970400

Sent from my iPhone
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Feedback

Subject Proposed changes to TDRPC 8.03, 1.06 & 9.01

Comments

Respectfully, federal agency should be dropped from the proposed amendments. Federal agency
decisions do not always provide the same procedural due process and guarantees of fairness that
federal courts or attorney-regulatory agencies of other jurisdictions provide, and thus should not be
entitled to the to the reciprocal discipline system's typical deference.
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Subject: CDRR Comment: Proposed reciprocal discipline rules
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Barcard 24033331

Feedback

Subject Proposed reciprocal discipline rules

Comments

I write in opposition to the proposed reciprocal discipline rules and ask that the Committee NOT take
any further action with respect to these proposed amendments. I am opposed to these rules because
I believe that subjecting an attorney to State Bar of Texas discipline based upon action issued by a
federal agency is excessive and would unjustifiably damage a Texas-admitted lawyer's disciplinary
record, professional reputation and career. In addition, the proposed rules are not necessary to
ensure ethical representation by Texas lawyers. As an example of the effects mentioned above, I
refer you to 17 C.F.R. 201.102(e), which permits the Securities and Exchange Commission to
censure, suspend, or permanently disbar an attorney from appearing before the Commission. One of
the reasons for such discipline is if the attorney is found to have willfully violated any federal
securities law or rule or regulation. Keep in mind that these are CIVIL laws (although in certain
instances, securities violations may be prosecuted criminally). If the SEC determines that a lawyer
should be suspended or prevented from appearing before the Commission, then that lawyer would
be unable to practice in many areas of securities law, and that is fine. But if the proposed rule
amendments are adopted, a Texas lawyer could then be disciplined in Texas as a result of the SEC's
action. This subsequent discipline could serve to prevent the lawyer from practicing in other non-
securities law practice areas, which would make the punishment broader than it should be or needs
to be. For instance, if a lawyer were disciplined by the SEC under Rule 102(e), the lawyer could then
be disbarred in Texas, thereby preventing him from practicing ANY type of law, not just securities
law, which is the legal area that caused the problem. This is a draconian measure that would take
away a person's livelihood for no good reason. Now, a response could be that a Texas lawyer will not
automatically be disbarred just because he is suspended or disbarred before a federal agency (such
as the SEC). But can it be said that a lawyer will NOT be disbarred because of such federal agency
action? Of course not. In addition, even if a lesser sanction is ordered by the Texas Bar, this lesser
sanction would only serve to sully the reputation of the Texas lawyer and prevent him from making a
living, even if he stays away from the practice area that originally led to the federal agency action.
Furthermore, Texas reciprocal discipline is not necessary to protect the public since each federal
agency would have jurisdiction to monitor and pursue compliance with its disciplinary action against
the lawyer. In sum, I believe that permitting reciprocal discipline against Texas lawyers due to
actions taken by federal agencies unjustifiably and unreasonably "piles on" the lawyer, will
unnecessarily sully his reputation, and will prevent him from making an honest living and servicing
clients, even in areas that had nothing to do with the original federal agency discipline. For these
reasons, I ask that the Committee NOT further pursue the proposed amendments regarding
reciprocal discipline. Thank you.



From:
To: cdrr
Subject: CDRR Comment: Opposition to amending reciprocal discipline Rules 8.03, 1.06 and 9.01, as proposed
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Feedback

Subject Opposition to amending reciprocal discipline Rules 8.03, 1.06 and 9.01, as proposed

Comments

6/17/2020: Reciprocal discipline: Opposition to amending reciprocal discipline Rules 8.03, 1.06 and
9.01, as proposed. The pending reform proposals involving reciprocal discipline with entities other
than attorney regulatory agencies could make it far more difficult for clients who have found an
attorney whom they trust, to use that attorney even in forums where that lawyer lacks experience. If
such rule changes are indeed enacted, then what sane attorney would want to run the risks of
venturing out (even at the client’s request) to help such trusting clientele in a comparatively
unfamiliar jurisdiction or forum such as a federal courtroom or federal agency? It’s hard enough
persuading legal counsel to represent a client in an unfamiliar (especially a rural) state jurisdiction
here in Texas, due to the risk of being “home-towned” with unwritten rules, erratic judicial conduct
and / or an unforeseeably ignoring of existing applicable rules & attorney protections. The Texas Bar
labor union (whose constitutionality remains the subject of ongoing federal litigation) does not even
protect its compulsory member lawyers from the in-state jurisdiction scenario’s hazards, so can you
imagine how bad it could be regarding the federal courts and agencies? Are these proposed rule
changes not intended to make it easier for law firms to poach clients away from attorneys whom
such clients nevertheless trust even for atypical legal forums? Anyhow, judging from how the Texas
Bar has behaved over the past few years, it is supposedly still permissible for that Bar to prosecute
lawyers for allegedly violating merely unwritten rules, even if such unwritten rules do clientele and
society a disservice. There are a few, albeit mild, checks and balances that enable a prosecuted
lawyer to combat such predatory prosecutions inflicted by the Texas Bar, but they are insufficient (as
TexasBarSunset.com helps further explain). Exacerbating matters, such checks & balances do not
seem to exist substantially (if at all) in federal courtrooms or in federal agencies. That is why the
existing rules offer reciprocal discipline apparently merely with attorney discipline authorities in other
states. Even that is unduly hazardous for well-meaning attorneys, by the way… Unwritten rules that
apply in less familiar forums such as federal courts and agencies expand exponentially the risks that
lawyers have to endure if they take a chance and represent a trusting client there at the client’s
request. If the Texas Bar could nevertheless reciprocally rubber-stamp findings & discipline
emanating from such (arguably inadequately supervised) forums, client requests for a trusted
attorney’s ongoing involvement regardless of the forum will be denied more often by the trusted
lawyers. This result would deflate potential economic growth that such clients would otherwise try to
generate. Entrepreneurs and businesses need to feel comfortable before investing their capital,
energy and reputations in new ventures, after all. An inability to use trusted legal counsel in the
event that certain problems emerge would certainly be a factor in clients’ decision-making process.
Can a country like the USA, already with nearly $30 trillion in national debt (USDebtClock.org ) even
excluding Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid entitlement promises (which are much larger still),
afford to deflate prospects for economic growth like that? Anyway, it is worth considering how some
(politically appointed yet unelected) federal judges are known to be irritable, advancement-seeking,
agenda-driven and even favor-pursuing. Nobody is perfect and attorneys are all human. Besides,
stress can bring out some of the worst in all of us. Meanwhile some federal agency venues are



known to be politically biased and even motivated to act accordingly. They are at times subjugated
to the whims of federal bureaucrats who seek longstanding perks & benefits (such as increasingly
large federal pensions) which have helped further drench the rest of us in ever-growing federal debt.
Attorneys who run the risk of dealing with such potentially hostile forums at their trusting clients’
request need to be able to limit their potential losses to such forums, without having them overflow
into the attorneys’ primary legal environments here in Texas, do they not? The proposed reciprocal
discipline-focused rule changes would nevertheless apparently eliminate the self-preserving (and
client-protecting) ability to shield one’s traditional legal niche(s) from unforeseen fallout endured
elsewhere in the federal realm. Egregious instances of attorney misconduct in such alternative
locales and forums could nevertheless be prosecuted by the Texas Bar, with its (unfortunately
insufficient) checks & balances being available, right? Why change that then? To make it easier for
Texas Bar employees to land sinecure jobs and obtain other benefits from law firms seeking help
with poaching away clients from their enduringly trusted attorneys? The Texas economy does not
have to facilitate such self-serving parasitism or client poaching-related tactics in order to continue
trying to successfully cope with increasingly demanding economic and even pandemic challenges. To
say the least, it is unfair (if not corruption-encouraging) that certain privileged attorneys get to make
such reform proposals without having to go through the traditional reform-requesting channels that
ordinary (compulsory) members of the Texas Bar must still endure. Particularly rigorous scrutiny of
possible conflicts of interest are warranted. We do not need more Kathy Holder type conflicts of
interest involved with overseeing attorneys' disciplinary status here in Texas. I would be more than
willing to follow-up with additional feedback upon request. Respectfully submitted, Rich Robins
Houston, Texas Editor: TexasBarSunset.com
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Subject: CDRR Comment: Opposition to amending reciprocal discipline Rules 8.03, 1.06 and 9.01, as proposed.
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Feedback

Subject Opposition to amending reciprocal discipline Rules 8.03, 1.06 and 9.01, as proposed.

Comments

Opposition to amending reciprocal discipline Rules 8.03, 1.06 and 9.01, as proposed. This submission
is in opposition to amending reciprocal discipline-related rules 8.03, 1.06 and 9.01, as proposed. First
of all, the pending reform proposals involving reciprocal discipline with entities other than attorney
regulatory agencies could make it far more difficult for clients who have found an attorney whom
they trust, to use that attorney even in forums where that lawyer lacks experience. If such rule
changes are indeed enacted, then what sane attorney would want to run the risks of venturing out
(even at the client’s request) to help such trusting clientele in a comparatively unfamiliar jurisdiction
or forum such as a federal courtroom or federal agency? It’s hard enough persuading legal counsel
to represent a client in an unfamiliar (especially a rural) state jurisdiction here in Texas, due to the
risk of being “home-towned” with unwritten rules, erratic judicial conduct and / or an unforeseeable
ignoring of existing applicable rules & attorney protections. The Texas Bar labor union (whose
constitutionality remains the subject of ongoing federal litigation) does not even protect its
compulsory member lawyers from the in-state jurisdiction scenario’s hazards when the Bar
nevertheless prosecutes member attorneys. Can you imagine how bad it could be regarding hazards
of the federal courts and agencies, then? Are these proposed rule changes not actually intended to
sneakily make it easier for certain law firms to poach clients away from attorneys whom such clients
nevertheless trust even for atypical legal forums? Anyhow, judging from how the Texas Bar has
behaved over the past few years, it is supposedly still permissible for that Bar to prosecute lawyers
for allegedly violating merely unwritten rules, even if such unwritten rules do clientele and society a
disservice. There are a few, albeit mild, checks and balances that enable a prosecuted lawyer to
combat such predatory prosecutions inflicted by the Texas Bar, but they are insufficient (as
TexasBarSunset.com helps further explain). Exacerbating matters, such checks & balances do not
seem to exist substantially (if at all) in federal courtrooms or in federal agencies. That is why the
existing rules offer reciprocal discipline apparently merely with attorney discipline authorities in other
states. Even that is unduly hazardous for well-meaning attorneys, by the way. Why worsen matters
by extending reciprocity to federal courts and agencies, then? Unwritten rules that apply in less
familiar forums such as federal courts and agencies expand exponentially the risks that lawyers have
to endure if they take a chance and represent a trusting client there at the client’s request. If the
Texas Bar is nevertheless allowed to reciprocally rubber-stamp findings & discipline emanating from
such (arguably inadequately policed) federal forums, client requests for a trusted attorney’s ongoing
involvement regardless of the forum will consequently be denied more often by the trusted lawyers.
This result would deflate potential economic growth that such clients would otherwise try to
generate. Entrepreneurs and businesses need to feel comfortable before investing their capital,
energy and reputations in new ventures, after all. An inability to use trusted legal counsel in the
event that certain problems emerge would certainly be a factor in clients’ decision-making process.
Can a country like the USA, already with nearly $30 trillion in national debt (USDebtClock.org ) even
excluding Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid entitlement promises (which are much larger still),
afford to deflate prospects for economic growth like that? Anyway, it is worth considering how some



(politically appointed yet unelected) federal judges are known to be irritable, advancement-seeking,
agenda-driven and even favor-pursuing. Nobody is perfect and attorneys are all human. Besides,
stress can bring out some of the worst in all of us. Meanwhile some federal agency venues are
known to be politically biased and even motivated to act accordingly. They are at times subjugated
to the whims of federal bureaucrats who seek longstanding perks & benefits (such as increasingly
large federal pensions) which have helped further drench the rest of us in ever-growing federal debt.
Attorneys who run the risk of dealing with such potentially hostile forums at their trusting clients’
request need to be able to limit their potential losses to such forums, without having them overflow
into such attorneys’ primary legal environments here in Texas, do they not? The proposed reciprocal
discipline-focused rule changes would nevertheless apparently eliminate the self-preserving (and
client-protecting) ability to shield one’s traditional in-state legal niche(s) from unforeseen fallout
endured elsewhere in the federal realm. Egregious instances of attorney misconduct in such
alternative federal locales and forums could nevertheless be prosecuted by the Texas Bar, with its
(unfortunately insufficient) checks & balances being available, right? Why change that, then? To
make it easier for Texas Bar employees to land sinecure jobs and obtain other benefits from law
firms seeking help with poaching away clients from their enduringly trusted attorneys? The Texas
economy does not have to tolerate such self-serving parasitism or client poaching-related tactics in
order to continue trying to successfully cope with increasingly demanding economic and even
pandemic challenges. To say the least, it is unfair (if not corruption-encouraging) that certain
privileged attorneys still get to make such rules-related reform proposals without even having to go
through the traditional reform-requesting channels that ordinary (compulsory) members of the Texas
Bar must still endure. Particularly rigorous scrutiny of possible conflicts of interest is warranted. We
do not need more Kathy Holder-type conflicts of interest involved with overseeing attorneys' licensing
status here in Texas. I would be more than willing to follow-up with additional feedback upon
request. Respectfully submitted, Rich Robins Houston, Texas Editor: TexasBarSunset.com
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